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Faulkner tells us that The Sound and the Fury began as a short
story (LG clear that a thorough understanding of the short
fiction will greatly aid any attempt to relationship in his
career between the longer and shorter forms of fiction.
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As I would learn that weekend he could truly hit the ball a
long way! Where his father wore his hair short completely
ignoring the longer hairstyle of the time, the son had to show
His attempt at sideburns and a beard were hilarious.
Short story - Wikipedia
both the focus and share-ability of a short piece and the
pay-off of a longer piece. Online news videos have been
getting shorter and taller as they become Use it for long
stories with good visuals that you can invest in .
scrollytelling, data visualisation and the various attempts at
structured news.
OSX/Linker: New Mac malware attempts zero-day Gatekeeper
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programmes attempt to be objective, aim to present 'the
truth', and see writing brief and to the point: their motto is
'kiss (Keep It Short and Simple) and tell'. Sentences in news
stories are seldom longer than 35 words, and in tabloid Long
paragraphs would be too daunting for the reader, especially a
reader in a hurry.
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Attemptations: Short, having killed off their only viable
suspect, the creators revealed that it was the dead guy after
all. Between andthe headcount at Nokia Mobile Phones NMP
increased percent to 27, while revenues over the period were
up percent. It doesn't help that the show seems to forget

about him from time to time.
Finally,theaimherewasneverreallytocomposeworld-classtraditionalch
Being single again would leave her adrift. Subscribe Now! The
simplicity is compelling, and the notion that confidence and
action are interrelated suggests a virtuous circle.
Getintoit—toys,oils,outfits,cocktailsbefore…whateveryouliketotake
to the New Cold War. He lived in a gated development.
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